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reassess risks while revising risk response plans. Continuously
monitoring IT risks and controls and reporting to relevant
stakeholders can ensure that IT risk management strategies are
consistently effective and consistent with business goals. Due
to the large number of risk data affiliates, the data of risk
identification and response plans cannot be tampered with.
Current risk management process mainly has three deficiencies.
The first aspect is that data acquired are easy to miss. The risk
staffs mainly copy and perform data preprocessing on the
enterprise database, inevitably causing data loss damage. The
second aspect is that electronic data are easy to tamper with and
leaving no trace behind. Manual recording has been replaced
by software monitoring, which has caused historical changes in
the form of recording data, and electronic data have become the
subject of audit verification. Compared with paper data,
electronic data are easy to tamper with and no tampering marks
remaining after tampering. The third aspect is that the data
level security are low. Regardless of the cloud-based [4] or
shared model is used to build real-time risk management
platforms, business data have always been subject to greater
security risks. Business data are the core secrets of the entity.
Once the central database is attacked by hackers, business data
are leaked.

Abstract—Risk and Information System Control Framework in
business includes the methods and processes to manage risks and
seize opportunities which involve identifying particular risk
events relevant to the objectives, assessing them in terms of
likelihood and magnitude of impact, determining a response
strategy, and monitoring progress. In order to provide better
support for the backtracking, traceability, irreversibility, and
credible requirements of risk registration table data in the
framework, this paper proposes a blockchain-based risk and
information system control framework. A risk association tree is
designed for combining summarized risk item ledgers with risk
assessment ledgers and risk response ledgers based on the Merkle
Tree. Three proposed smart contracts are used in risk
identification, risk assessment, risk response and mitigation, and
risk and control monitoring and reporting processes. We
implement a prototype for this framework.
Keywords—risk and information system control framework;
blockchain; risk association tree; smart contract;

I.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s business environment, enterprises need to
innovate in order to survive and flourish. Innovation, however,
almost always involves risk. To maintain or attain their
competitiveness, future-thinking enterprise leaders are
increasingly recognizing the need for how to implement and
align effective risk management and control frameworks with
their enterprise’s business goals [1]. Risk is the combination of
the probability of an event and its result. In the IT environment,
risk is viewed as an unfavorable factor that may threaten the
organization’s assets or cause damage, with duality of good/bad
[2]. Risk management can coordinate and guide the enterprises’
coordination activities regarding related risks. Effective risk
management helps maximize opportunities. The goal of Risk
and Information Systems Control is to discover and mitigate all
risks in an appropriate manner, and to ensure that the
organization reduces the risks to an acceptable level that will
not be harmed by the risks that should have been identified and
mitigated. After identifying and assessing the risk, the risk
owner selects the appropriate response plan and develops the
risk action plan to be implemented, or modifies the control
selected to mitigate the risk. The control must regularly
monitor and report risk to management, and monitor riskrelated trends, compliance and issues [3]. Meanwhile with the
changes in external and internal environments, technological
advances, the nature of attacks and the evolution of attackers,
risk management needs to revisit risk management efforts and
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In order to address these issues, a new blockchain-based
risk and information system control framework is designed. A
blockchain as a continuously growing list of records managed
by a peer-to-peer (P2P) network is widely used in various
application scenarios, and often combined with artificial
intelligence [5], cloud computing [6], big data [7], the Internet
of Things (IoT) [8] and other technologies [9-10]. Blockchain
can run secure computations while no one but the data owner
has access to the raw data [11]. In recent years, there have been
a number of blockchain frameworks proposals appearing.
Nowadays, scholars have done a lot of research on the
application of blockchain [12-13], and have expanded and
applied the technologies in government governance [14],
medical treatment [15-16], electricity [17], digital storage [18],
education [19] and other fields. The automatic execution is an
important attribute for smart contracts [20]. Platforms running
user-defined smart contracts and executing user-supplied
transactions on their objects are also carried out [21-22].
With blockchain technology, risk register tables (including
the risk identification, assessment and response plans) that are
changed and modified in risk identification, risk assessment,
risk response and risk control can be stored in blockchains,
enabling the sharing of risk among organizations, personnel
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and equipment. Risk register table data cannot be tampered
with, and can be traced. The framework uses multi-level risk
association tree to track different risk management modules in
risk smart ledgers, and designs smart contracts to automate the
calculation of key performance indicators (KPIs) and key risk
indicators (KRIs) [23] to improve risk early warning and risk
response automation capabilities. A concrete blockchain-based
risk and information system control framework technical
implementation is fulfilled. This paper is divided into five
sections. Section II analyses risk and information system
control framework. Section III proposes three types of risk
smart ledgers combined with different risk management
modules and also proposes risk association tree to establish the
relationship among ledgers. In addition, it also proposes risk
contracts to improve risk management and automation control
capabilities. While Section IV uses the proposed framework to
design and fulfill the blockchain-based technical
implementation. Finally, we draw our conclusion in Section V.
II.

IT Risk Identification

Risk and Control
Monitoring and Reporting

IT Risk Assessment

Risk Response and
Mitigation

Fig. 1. Life Circle of Risk and Information System Control Framework
Figure

The framework is based on the complete cycle of all
elements. Failure to perform any one of these phases in a
complete and comprehensive manner may result in defects in
the next phase, resulting in inefficiencies in the overall process.
From the perspective of risk management, members in risk and
information system control include senior management, IT
departments, risk practitioners, auditors, etc., and the associated
systems include BCP operating system (including IoT
monitoring equipment) ,project management system and
internal information management systems, etc. Through risk
management, organizations try to reduce IT risk to an
acceptable level, identify possible threats, and implement
appropriate mechanisms to detect, control negative events, and
recover from incidents.

RISK AND INFORMATION SYSTEM CONTROL
FRAMEWORK

Risk management can be seen as an activity that needs to be
performed to predict the challenges and reduce their probability
and impact. Effective risk management can help maximize the
use of opportunities. Risk is a factor that must be assessed at all
levels of the organization: the strategic level, the business unit
level and the information system level. IT risk management
refers to the implementation of risk strategies that reflect the
organizational management culture, preferences and tolerances,
and considers technology and budgets as well as addressing
regulatory and compliance requirements. An effective IT risk
management strategy is critical to the organization's ability to
effectively implement its overall business strategy.

1. Risk identification is the process of discovering,
identifying, and documenting the risks faced by the
organization. It is the first of four processes in the life cycle.
Risk identification includes not only the organization itself, but
also its external dependencies and assumptions, such as the
availability of contract workers or the timely delivery of
materials.

Risk and information system control framework is a
periodic process. The first step in the IT risk management
process is to identify IT risks, including confirming risk
scenarios and risk frameworks, and the process of identifying
and documenting risks. The risk identification generates a risk
list and documents (mainly risk register table) as the basis for
IT risk assessment in the next phase of the process. Assessing
risks and prioritizing them can provide management with the
data needed for risk response and mitigation (phase 3 of the
cycle) to seek and implement cost-effective ways to eliminate
risks that have been identified and assessed. The final phase is
risk and control monitoring and reporting. This phase will
monitor the implementation of the controls, risk management
tools and current status, and then report the results back to top
management. This process repeats as the risk environment
changes with the result of internal or external factors.

2. After identifying and recording risks on the risk register
table, the phase is assessing the level of IT risk. When
calculating or evaluating IT impact it must consider the
dependencies of other systems, departments, business partners,
and users on the affected IT systems. Sometimes the
assessment includes: the critical functions required for a
company to continue operations; the risks associated with each
key function; the control based on the likelihood that the risk is
extremely high; the prioritization of risks based on the
likelihood and potential impact of the risk; risk and corporate
risk; the relationship between preference and tolerance.
3. The risk response focuses on the correct response to riskrelated decisions. This phase requires the rationality of making
risk-response decisions, and provides plans to implement
changes to the agreement based on a reasonable timetable.

Fig 1 shows the life cycle of the risk and information
system control framework.

4. The organization relies on its monitoring and reporting
capabilities to identify the risks which have been assessed and
mitigated. The best way to risk monitoring and management is
to monitor a reasonable condition that is wide enough to
provide a risky environment without losing the results in the
data flood. Identifying and using key risk indicators (KRIs) and
key performance indicators (KPIs) can greatly improve the
continuous monitoring process. Continuous monitoring is a
necessary step in the risk management life cycle.
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activities may be a symptom of poor cost estimates; defective
products may be a sign of low quality of supply materials.
Documenting the potential symptoms of project risks also helps
the project team identify more potential risk events.

As the IT risk management procedure should be
comprehensive, complete, auditable (available for independent
third party review), justified (for reasonable reasons),
compliant (in line with policies, laws or regulations), monitored
(restricted to review and accountability), enforcement
(consistent, mandatory and necessary), timely updating
(followed by changed business processes, technology and law)
and managed (with sufficient resources, supervision and
support), the use of blockchain technology can well support the
requirements of backtracking, tracking, falsification and multitrust in the risk and information system control framework.
III.

Status. Status is the current formation of a risk, such as the
occurrence of a risk event and the corresponding
countermeasure execution. E.g., after the related clauses in the
contract are executed, the risk status of server failure has been
set ‘dealt with’.
Grade. A grade is often a number. E.g. one indicates the
highest level of risk.

SMART LEDGERS, RISK ASSOCIATION TREE AND SMART
CONTRACTS

Probability. Risk events always have different potentiality
to happen. E.g. the server may have a lower probability of
failure.

This section designs corresponding risk smart ledgers, risk
association tree based on Merkle Tree [24] and smart contracts
based on Risk Blockchain.

Influence. If a risk event really happens, it will always have
a big or medium, or small impact on achieving the aim . E.g., a
failed server may have a big impact on completing projects on
time and successfully.

A. Risk Smart Ledgers
In the risk smart contracts, the risk register table formed in
the process of risk identification is kept. The contracts are
updated according to the process of risk analysis and control.
Risk smart contracts are divided into three types. First is the
summarized risk item ledger, which holds a complete account
of risk from identification to response. Second is a risk
assessment ledger, which holds account information for
different assessment situations for one of the risk items. Third
is the risk response ledger, which saves the account for the
different response program under one of the identification
items. Fig 2 shows three types of ledgers.

Response Plan Description. A detailed response plan is
formulated. E.g., a possible response to a server failure risk
event is to replace the defective server within the negotiated
cost range and within a certain period of time in compliance
with the relevant clauses in the contract with the supplier.
Risk Owner. Someone who is responsible for any related
risk events and implements a strategy for coping.
B. Risk Association Tree
Since a complete risk register table has three types of
ledgers, and the risk assessment ledger and the risk response
ledger sets are subsets of the summarized risk item ledger, it is
necessary to use the Merkle Tree to establish the relationship
among the ledgers in order to quickly and cost-freely locate the
latest information on the corresponding risk register.

Summarized Risk Item Ledger
Risk Event ID

Name

Description

Category

Risk Assessment Ledger
Risk Assessment ID

ㅹ㓗 Grade

Corresponding Risk
Event ID

Probability

Influences

Trigger

Status

Risk Assessment Ledger Sets

Risk Response Ledger
Sets

Risk Response Ledger
Risk Response ID

Corresponding Risk
Event ID

Then three risk Merkle Trees are designed based on the
characteristics of the blockchain:

Response Plan Description

Risk Owner

1. Transaction tree (tx), which holds transactions in specific
blocks;

Fig. 2. Three Types of Smart Ledgers

2. Receipts tree, which are essentially multiple pieces of
data that show the impact of each transaction;

The following explains the key attributes in the ledgers:

3. Risk association tree (RAT), which holds the relationship
among the three types of ledgers.

Risk Event ID. Risk managers need to quickly find a
specific risk event, so they need to use a unique sign to identify
each risk, such as giving a number.

Among them, the first two trees are commonly used in the
blockchain to reduce the client's saving data and ensure data
consistency. The risk association tree establishes the
association relationship among the three types of ledgers that
are rapidly related to each other through the hash relationship.

Name. A brief name is descripted for risk such as a server
failure, a test that cannot be completed on time, a reduced
consulting cost or a good reputation.
Description. Because the name of a risk event is often too
short, it also provides a more detailed description.
Category. The enterprises classify the risks. E.g., server
failures can fall into the category of technology or hardware
technology.
Trigger. A trigger is a sign or symptom of the actual
occurrence of a risk event. E.g., cost overflows from early
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Block 175222
Prevhash

Smart Contract 1: KPIs and KRIs Automatically Calculation

Block 175223

Risk
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ion Root

tx Root

Receipt
Root

Prevhash

Risk
Associat
ion Root

tx Root

1. Getting corresponding Risk Event ID for the type of
blockchain transaction ledger is risk identification ledger or
Risk Response Ledger;

Receipt
Root

2. Obtaining the corresponding Summarized Risk Item
Ledger from the RAT according to the Corresponding Risk
Event ID to obtain the latest Item value;
2398

oidK

HD38

3. Calculating the index value of the KPI and KRI
indicators;
Risk
Response

aDJh

Hash{Pro
bability=3
0% &
Grade=1}

Hash{Miti
gation&C
ontractA}

Risk ID=3
Mitigatio
n

Contract
A

Probabilit
y=30%

4. Generating the new Summarized Risk Item Ledger
transaction block, put on the chain and wait for consensus
confirmation.

Risk Item
ID=3

Risk
Assessment

HD8s

Smart Contract 2: Approval Level Dynamic Adjustment

Water
Flow

1. Getting corresponding Risk Event ID for the type of
blockchain transaction ledger is Risk Response Ledger or Risk
Response Ledger;

Risk ID=3
Grade=1

1.1 Obtaining the corresponding Summarized Risk Item
Ledger from RAT according to the Corresponding Risk
Event ID to obtain the latest Item value;

Fig. 3. Risk Association Tree Figure

As shown in Fig 3, Block 175222 writes risk identification
ledger and risk response ledger, and risk item ledger is written
in Block 175223. The risk item, risk assessment and risk
response are utilized by the hash values. Establish an
association relationship (‘Risk Item ID=3’ establishes a
relationship with ‘Grade=1’ and ‘Mitigation’ through the tree
node relationship), and then each block chain agent only needs
to download the corresponding block header. E.g., using the
hash value of risk assessment id and risk response id in the
‘Risk Item ID=3’ ledger on the Block 175223, it can quickly
find the risk response and risk assessment data in the Block
175222 by the Merkle Tree. Similarly, for the known
corresponding risk item ID in the risk assessment ledger in the
Block 175222, the hash value can be used to locate the data in
the ‘Risk Item ID=3’ ledger on the Block 175223.

1.2 Calculating the influences of changed status of the
risk response;
1.3 Generating the new approval level for influence
rules;
1.4 For the change of risk status, then prototype
generates a new Summarized Risk Item Ledger transaction
block, and calls Smart Contract 3 for consensus.
2. Getting corresponding Risk Response Ledger Sets for the
type of blockchain transaction ledger is Summarized Risk Item
Ledger;
2.1 Obtaining the risk response plans in the
corresponding Risk Response Ledger according to each ID
in the sets;
2.2 Calculating the approval level by the changed risk
response plans summarized in the sets;

C. Risk Smart Contracts
Due to risk control, regular assessments and tests are
necessary to effectively identify new risks and emerging risks.
Since the constantly changing nature of risks and related
controls, continuous monitoring is a necessary step in the risk
management life cycle.

2.3 Updating the approval level in the Summarized
Risk Item Ledger and submit a consensus.
2.4 For the change of risk status, prototype generates a
new Summarized Risk Item Ledger transaction block, and
calls Smart Contract 3 for consensus.

To this end, when building smart contracts for risks, three
types are mainly implemented. The first contract is based on
the risk identified and evaluated data, and automatically
calculates the KPIs and KRIs. The second contract is
dynamically adjusting the risk approval level according to the
risk appetite, agreement SLA and the implementation of
response plans in the risk ledger, increasing or decreasing the
approval level while automatically modifying the status
according to the risk response plan ledger. The third contract is
required after the modification of the risk register table. The
risk status should be updated only after the corresponding
decisions of managements.

Smart Contract 3: Status Changing Confirmation
1. Getting corresponding Risk Event ID for the type of
blockchain transaction ledger is Risk Assessment Ledger or
Risk Response Ledger and risk status changed;
1.1 Obtaining the corresponding Summarized Risk Item
Ledger from the RAT according to the Corresponding Risk
Event ID to obtain the latest Item value;
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1.2 Judging whether it needs approval to modify the
status;

Risk And Information System Control Portal
Information
Release

1.3 If it is not allowed to modify the status, a new
pending status is generated and a new Summarized Risk
Item Ledger transaction block is generated for consensus. If
it is allowed, then put on the chain and wait for consensus
confirmation.

Personalized
Layout

Risk Management Views and Reporting Platform
Indicator
System
Analysis

2. Getting corresponding Risk Event ID for the type of
blockchain transaction ledger is Summarized Risk Item Ledger
and risk status changed;

Work
Performanc
e Analysis

Risk
Response
Analysis

Risk
Analysis
Report

Risk
Warning
report
Knowledge
Base

Risk Indicator
System
Management

2.1 Judging whether it needs approval to modify the
status;
2.2 If it is not allowed to modify the status, a new
pending status is generated and a new Summarized Risk
Item Ledger transaction block is generated for consensus. If
it is allowed, then put on the chain and wait for consensus
confirmation.

IV.
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Management
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Major Risk
Management

Integrated Platform

A PROTOTYPE BLOCKCHAIN-BASED SYSTEM
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This section describes the realizations of blockchain-based
risk and information system control framework. First, the
architecture of the information system is designed, and the
network structure diagram covering various participants is
given. Then it describes the sharing of risk information and the
application process of smart contracts in combination with the
four processes of the life cycle.

Blockchain
Agents

Fig. 4. Framework Prototype Figure

Client Layer

A. System Architecture
This section describes the realizations of blockchain-based
risk and information system control framework. First, the
architecture of the information system is designed, and the
network structure diagram covering various participants is
given. Then it describes the sharing of risk information and the
application process of smart contracts in combination with the
four processes of the life cycle.
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ffs
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Auditors

Managers
Managers

Core Layer

The framework is mainly divided into four layers, such as
Portal Layer, Platform Layer, Integrated Platform Layer and
Blockchain Agents, as shown in Fig 4. Portal Layer provides
risk management personnel, auditors and management within
the organization with an intuitive risk management process
sights. Platform Layer provides blockchain-based risk
management, including indicator setting (KPI and KRI), risk
identification, risk assessment, risk response plan and risk
reporting. Integrate Platform Layer connects with multiple
systems within the enterprise and obtains corresponding risk
data, including risk response plan project execution status and
server risk monitoring data. Blockchain Agents provide access
to the risk blockchain.
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Fig. 5. Network Structure Figure
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Fig 5 shows the network structure. Risk and information
system control prototype does internal risk services to
personnel, auditors, management personnel, associated IoT
devices and internal management systems while does external
services to external auditors and regulatory agencies (E.g., our
banks, Fujian rural credit union (FRCU), are supervised by the
China Banking Regulatory Commission) by spreading the own
data via blockchain.

The blockchain-based risk and information system control
prototype procedures are mainly divided into risk identification,
risk assessment, risk response and mitigation, and risk and
control monitoring and reporting. When the enterprise
establishes the risk management framework at its earliest stage,
a risk appetite is formed according to the enterprise’s strategy,
market environment, regulatory requirements and internal
conditions, meanwhile the initial risk ledger is written (zero
risk initial). Functional flows is shown in Fig 6.

Based on blockchain the enterprise can build a trusted risk
blockchain information flow. And outside the enterprise, the
participants cover the IoT devices, external agencies and
regulatory authorities. IoT devices (mainly equipment room,
waterproof, electrical and etc.) automatically obtain
blockchains and dynamically adjust their own risk warning and
response strategies. External agencies automatically trigger
corresponding risk response services based on the SLA
agreement with the enterprise. Regulatory Authorities is mainly
responsible for the supervision of risk management and
regulated companies by analyzing the risk information in the
blockchain.

1. Risk Identification
In this process, identification risk data are generated mainly
through artificial identification of risk personnel and automated
monitoring of machines or data centers. These identifications
include software or platform auto-detection servers or desktop
operating
systems,
middleware
vulnerabilities,
and
environmental controls (e.g., power outages, insufficient
generator capacity, HVAC overheating, lack of water and safe
operating areas). The source of the collected risk data is shown
in Table I.

B. Blockchain based Risk and Information System Control
Prototype

TABLE I.

Factors

Risk and Information System Control Functional Flow
IT Risk
Identification

Initial

IT Risk
Assessment

Risk Response and
Mitigation

Risk and Control
Monitoring and
Reporting

External Environment

Smart Contract 3

Risk and Information
System Control

Risk Blockchain

Smart
Contract 2

Build Risk
Preference
and Create
Zero Risk

Create
Multisummarized
Risk Item
Book

Create
Corresponding
Risk Assessment
Book

Create
Corresponding
Risk Response
Book

Get nonassessed Risk
Item

Get Risk
Book

Smart
Contract 1

Internal Environment

Get Risk
Book

Risk Management Capabilities

Start Risk
Framework

Risk Staffs

Risk Staffs

Get
Data
Supply Data

Retrieve
Corresponding
Indicators and
Applied in
Reality Scenes

Response
Strategies
Adjustment

2. Risk Assessment
In this process, risk personnel obtain the identified but not
yet assessed risks in the blockchain, the existing control values
(control status) and risk appetite in the blockchain, then
perform risk assessments (assessing the current risk level
exceeds all situations where risk levels are acceptable). In
addition, the Integrated Platform can also use data analysis
methods to evaluate the risk rating results by extracting the
business system data within the enterprise. The results are

Get
Data
Supply Data

Source Data

Detailed factors
Market and economic factors
Market/product life cycle replacement
frequency
Industry and competition
Geopolitical situation
Regulatory environment
Technical status and development
Threat panorama
Business goals and objectives
IT's strategic importance to the business
IT complexity
Physical complexity and degree of change
Change management capabilities
Operational model
Strategic priority
company culture
Financial ability
Risk Governance
Risk Management
Assessment, Guidance, and Monitoring
Adjustment, Planning and Organization
Build, Buy, and Implement
Delivery, Service, and Support
Monitoring, Evaluation and Evaluation

For identified risk items, a general ledger of risk items is
constructed, different risks are distinguished by different
identification ID, written in the blockchain, and the Smart
Contract 3 is triggered.

Supply
Data

Management System

Supply Data

IT Related Capabilities

Managers

RISK FACTORS

Supply Data

Supply
Data

Response
Strategies
Adjustment

Fig. 6. The Overall Prototype Flow Procedures Figure
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In addition, the experience based in the risk management
prototype can directly obtain the historical risk chain items in
the blockchain as processed or responded, and the
corresponding risk assessment ledger and risk response ledger
as the historical experience through the risk association tree.

written into the blockchain in the form of risk assessment
ledger and trigger simultaneously Smart Contract 3 Risk. These
results are sometimes shown as ‘risks within the risk appetite
range are acceptable’, ‘risks outside the risk appetite but within
risk tolerance are not acceptable’ and ‘risks outside the risk
tolerance range are totally unacceptable’. Through the
blockchain, it can ensure that all IT risks are evaluated and not
deliberately bypassed, reducing the risk of being missed.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

Risk management refers to the processes of how to
minimize risks in a sure-risk environment. Risk and
information system control refers to the method of management
that takes the initiative to deal with risks proactively,
purposefully and programmatically through the recognition,
measurement and analysis of risks, and strives to obtain
maximum security guarantees with minimal costs. Current
systems of risk and information system control cannot
guarantee continuous tracking and tamper-proof of risk
information, which often leads to lack of risk identification and
solutions, especially significant risks to the company. This
paper establishes a mechanism for sharing risk information
among insiders, IoT devices and information systems based on
the risk and information system control framework, and uses
blockchain technology to ensure that information can be
tracked and tampered with. This paper designs three kinds of
risk intelligent ledgers and establishes the relationship through
the risk association tree. The paper also designs three kinds of
risk smart contracts for automatic risk calculation and approval
flow control during risk identification, risk assessment, risk
response and mitigation as well as risk and control monitoring
and reporting. A blockchain-based system prototype is
designed to realize risk data sharing with information systems,
IoT devices and management personnel on the information
chain.

3. Risk Response and Mitigation
The management is responsible for assessing and
responding to the risk register tables and risk assessment
reports in the blockchain, generating risk response plans (risk
acceptance, risk mitigation, risk transfer and risk avoidance)
after execution of the approval. The response plans are in the
form of Risk Response Ledger to consensus in the blockchain.
Risk mitigation is a mode of use control. It can be either an
active attempt to prevent an accident or a passive permission to
detect, contain and recover from an accident. To this end, three
common blockchain-based risk mitigation responses are listed
below:
(1) For HVAC and other data center control equipment, it is
possible to obtain a risk response ledger corresponding to its
own equipment ID, for example, when a certain type of risk
occurs, the response of the spray system is used, thereby the
control strategy of its own equipment for automatic monitoring
and operation is changed.
(2) The project management platform acquires the data in
the risk response ledger in the blockchain that needs to
establish the corresponding projects. The progress of the risk
control test and the achievement of the milestones obtained
during the mitigation in the project progress are also written in
the risk register table to maintain the accuracy and timeliness of
the data in the blockchain, ensuring that the risk ledgers are
always available.
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(3) Any change to the risk environment may affect the
accuracy and appropriateness of the plan associated with
continuity or recovery. For example, the risk previously
accepted by management may now need to be eased. Therefore,
after the changing of risk response ledgers, business continuity
plan (BCP) and disaster recovery plan (DRP) need to be
adjusted accordingly, and sent to the appropriate person for
approval and processing, triggering Smart Contract 2 and Smart
Contract 3.
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